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SKiLLDiSPLAY 

 Business Verification

Description:

Proving the application of skills in work environments and the "Business" stakeholder.

Goals:

I know the stakeholder type: "Business"
I know which color represents the business stakeholder type and business-verifications on the
SkillDisplay platform
I know who the verifier for a business-verification is
I can tell under which circumstances a Learner will seek business-verification
I can list examples for the business-verification process

Links:

Tags:

verification

business
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 Certification

Description:

Obtaining a certification and the "Certifier" stakeholder.

Goals:

I know the stakeholder type: "Certifier"
I know which color represents the certifier stakeholder type and certifications on the SkillDisplay
platform
I know the difference between verification and certification
I can tell under which circumstances a Learner will seek certification
I can list examples for the certification process

Links:

Tags:

certificates

certification
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 Dormant skills

Description:

How to handle outdated/obsolete Skills and related verifications.

Goals:

I know what "putting a skill dormant" means
I know what happens to a skills relations when it is put dormant
I know what happens to existing SkillUps for skills which are put dormant
I know that SkillUps for dormant skills cannot be obtained

Links:

Tags:

skill
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 Educational Verification

Description:

Obtaining skills during educational training and the "Educator" stakeholder.

Goals:

I know the stakeholder type: "Educator"
I know which color represents the educator stakeholder type and educational-verifications on the
SkillDisplay platform
I know who the verifier for an educational-verification is
I can tell under which circumstances a Learner will seek educational-verification
I can list examples for the educational-verification process

Links:

Tags:

verification

education
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 External Verification

Description:

Introduction to two-party verification.

Goals:

I know, how external-verification differentiates between a verifier and the person to be verified
I can tell under which circumstances a person will seek external-verification

Links:

Tags:

verification

certification
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 Self Verification

Description:

Tracking your own skills and the "Learner" stakeholder.

Goals:

I know the stakeholder type: "Learner"
I know which color represents the learner stakeholder type and Self Verifications on the
SkillDisplay platform
I know who the verifier for a Self Verification is
I can tell at which point in time a Learner is eligible for a Self Verification

Links:

Tags:

verification

certification

stakeholder

learner
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 Skill

Description:

Defining a skill in the context of the SkillDisplay platform.

Goals:

I can explain what a skill is.
I know what a skill definition consists of.
I know that skills have a common scope.

Links:

Tags:

single

basics
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 SkillSet

Description:

Getting to know SkillSets and how they are related to the SkillTree.

Goals:

I know how SkillSets interact with SkillTrees.
I know who creates SkillSets and for which purpose.
I know what recommended Skills are and how they are determined.

Links:

Tags:

route

order

recommendation

map
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 SkillTree

Description:

Introduction to the concept of a set of skills forming a SkillTree.

Goals:

I know how a certain set of Skills can form a SkillTree
I know why multiple SkillTrees can exist and under which circumstances they would be merged

Links:

Tags:

dependent skills

connected skills

related skills
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 Verification

Description:

Definition of verifications and verifiers in the SkillDisplay context.

Goals:

I know, what a verification is
I know what a verifier is
I know that verification requires a verifier

Links:

Tags:

verification

certification
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